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Here you can find the menu of Lekker in Istanbul. At the moment, there are 16 meals and drinks on the menu.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Lekker:

this place is not far from the big basar. just around the corner. eating is delicious. the workers are so friendly. we
had a great time, especially our server johnny walker! we have a free tee and a bathroom. we had to come back
for the second time because service and eating were so good and delicious. in any case recommend. read more.

When the weather conditions is nice you can also have something outside, and there is no-charge WiFi. The
rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What

User doesn't like about Lekker:
Despite all the positive reviews (very puzzling), this turned out to be a tourist trap to me. Had the chicken kebab,

lentil soup, cheese rolls.. which were disappointing. Maybe all the eateries in Sultanahmet are of the same or
lower standards... But I am certain there are lot of many other great tasting eateries available elsewhere... Skip

this area. read more. Lekker from Istanbul provides delicious, light Mediterranean cuisine with its typical
menus, The guests of the establishment also appreciate the comprehensive variety of various coffee and tea
specialities that the establishment has to offer. The Turkish cuisine offers a wealth of fine meals like chicken
kebab and aromatic lentil or bulgur salad, these can satisfy your cravings, guests repeatedly praise the tasty,

light flatbread that can be dipped into the homemade hummus or a yoghurt dip; the intense combination of figs
and goat cheese is among the highlights from the diverse culinary landscape of the Middle East.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Soup�
LINSENSUPPE

Antipast�
GRILLED OCTOPUS

Pid�
PIDE

Sush� Or Sashim�
OCTOPUS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Past�
BOLOGNESE

SPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

CHICKEN KEBAB

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHEESE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPAGHETTI

SOUP

BREAD

FISH
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